
Report #477397

1946 Lincoln Continental



Summary
This 1946 Lincoln Continental is in good running and driving condition with some flaws to note. 
 
Exterior 
 
 There are scratches notable to both rear quarter panels. The right front fender has a scratch which 
has been touched up with a brush.   There is a ding to the right rear quarter panel.  There is a light 
sand scratch and some shrinkage notable to the right quarter. This is difficult to see unless looking 
specifically for it. The repaint overall is in good condition and shines nicely.  The underside shows 
areas of minor surface rust. The interior foot area shows some surface rust as well, but does not 
appear to be rotted through. See pictures.  The amber driving lights are not operable, however, all 
other lights are operating properly.  The top is in good condition but the zipper to the rear window is 
broken. The top otherwise operates properly with no binding or abnormal noise notable.  The front A 
pillar weather strip is missing on both sides.  The vehicle shows heavy body filler used throughout the 
exterior.   The fender braces appear to have been re-welded in at some point in time. All four wheels 
are in good condition with no curb rash or corrosion notable. The tires are flat spotted. 
 
Interior 
 
 The sun visors are missing.  There are light imprints on the driver&#039;s side front seat cushion.   
The radio does not work.   The inner door panels are missing the door pulls.  The trim ring on the right 
door is loose.  The windows and window switches are not operable. The window switches click but do 
not raise windows. There are wires exposed on the passengers side.  There is no carpet installed in 
the vehicle.  The cigarette lighter is not operable. All of the interior functions, controls, and accessories 
not yet noted are operating as designed. There were no odd smells in the vehicle at the inspection, 
and this is a non-smoker vehicle. 
 
Test Drive 
 
 The engine hesitated some when accelerating.  Using the choke relieved some of the effort, so tune 
up and carburetor attention may help. Further diagnosis is necessary to determine why this is 
happening.  The transmission shifted as designed with no harsh engagement or slipping.  The shifter 
lever spring did not return the lever. It needed to be manually brought forward. The steering was 
responsive and the suspension was firm and the vehicle handled well.  There were no abnormal 
vibrations or odd noises. The steering wheel is slightly off center when driving straight down the road. 
A wheel alignment is required to correct this. The brakes were firm with no pulsation felt.  There were 
no leaks found to the underside of the vehicle. All of the gauges appear accurate and operational. See 
below and pictures for more info.



Vehicle Information
Year 1946
Make Lincoln
Model Continental
VIN H144410
Stock No. N/A
Mileage 46
Engine Cylinders 12 Cylinder
Exterior Color Green
Interior Color Tan
Interior Material Leather
Engine Number N/A
Transmission Number N/A
Fuel Type Gas

Drivetrain
Transmission Manual

Drive Type
Rear Wheel
Drive

Road Test

Road Test

Engine Starting Easily

Engine running well after Started

The engine hesitated some when accelerating. Using the choke relieved some of the effort, so tune up and carburetor

attention may help. Further diagnosis is necessary to determine why this is happening.

Transmission performance

Clutch Performance

The shifter lever spring did not return the lever. It needed to be manually brought forward.

Differential Performance

Wheel Bearing Performance

Braking Performance

Suspension Performance

Steering Performance and Alignment

The steering wheel is slightly off center when driving straight down the road. A wheel alignment is required to correct

this.
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Exterior

Body Panel Alignment

Scratches

There are scratches notable to both rear quarter

panels. The right front fender has a scratch which

has been touched up with a brush.

Paint Condition

There is a light sand scratch and some shrinkage

notable to the right quarter. This is difficult to see

unless looking specifically for it. The repaint overall

is in good condition and shines nicely.

Seals

The front A pillar weather strip is missing on both

sides.

Rust

The underside shows areas of minor surface rust.

The interior foot area shows some surface rust as

well, but does not appear to be rotted through. See

pictures.

Exterior Lights

The amber driving lights are not operable, however,

all other lights are operating properly.

Power Door Mirrors

Bumpers

Side Moldings

Convertible Top

The top is in good condition but the zipper to the

rear window is broken. The top otherwise operates

properly with no binding or abnormal noise notable.

Underbody/Frame
Condition

Glass

Floors

Rockers

Quarter Panels

Body Filler Used

The vehicle shows heavy body filler used throughout

the exterior.

Hood

Interior

Steering Wheel

Horn

Seat Condition

There are light imprints on the driver&#039;s side

front seat cushion.

Clock

Radio/Navigation/DVD

The radio does not work.

Inner Door Panels

The inner door panels are missing the door pulls.

Dash

Dash Lights Working

Carpet

There is no carpet installed in the vehicle.

Signs of Smoking?

The cigarette lighter is not operable.

Headliner

Instrument Cluster/Gauges

Unusual Odors

Window Function

The windows and window switches are not operable.

The window switches click but do not raise windows.

There are wires exposed on the passengers side.

Interior Trim

The trim ring on the right door is loose.

Sun Visors

The sun visors are missing.
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Doors

Dings

There is a ding to the right rear quarter panel.

Dents

Chrome
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Mechanical

Battery Condition

Charging System

Cooling Fan Condition
Mechanical/Electronic
Hoses and Clamps
Age/Cracking

Radiator Condition

Engine Coolant Condition

Belts

Power Steering System

Engine Oil Condition

Engine Oil Leaks

Transmission Fluid Leaks

Brake System Condition

Brake Fluid Leaks

Differential leaks

Muffler System

CV Boots and Joints

Shocks and bushings
Condition. Leaking?

Ball Joints and Tie Rods

Radiator Cap Sealing
Properly

Coolant Leaks

Tire / Wheels
Manufacturer

Driver's Front Tire Remington
Passenger's Front Tire Remington
Driver's 1st Axle Outer
Tire

Remington

Passenger's 1st Axle
Outer Tire

Remington

Size
Driver's Front Tire L78/15
Passenger's Front Tire L78/15
Driver's 1st Axle Outer
Tire

L78/15

Passenger's 1st Axle
Outer Tire

L78/15

Tire Condition
Driver's Front Tire Flat Spots
Passenger's Front Tire Flat Spots
Driver's 1st Axle Outer
Tire

Flat Spots

Passenger's 1st Axle
Outer Tire

Flat Spots

Wheel Condition
Driver's Front Tire No Issues
Driver's 1st Axle Outer
Tire

No Issues

Passenger's Front Tire No Issues
Passenger's 1st Axle
Outer Tire

No Issues

Tire Tread
Driver's Front Tire 11/32
Passenger's Front Tire 11/32
Driver's 1st Axle Outer
Tire

11/32

Passenger's 1st Axle
Outer Tire

11/32

Spare Tire Yes
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Vehicle Images









































Rubber doesn't sit flat





Left quarter scratch



































Heavy



Right quarter scratch
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Heavy



Rubber doesn't sit fla











Ding



Sand scratch shrinkage











Scratch































Continental kit parts









No carpet







Front seat wear



Left door pull missing



Stress crack driver's door



Window zipper not working







Right door pull missing

















Loose wiring

















Radio did not work



No wipers or wash



Cigarette lighter did not heat





No visors



No visors



Windows did not work













































Possible repair



































































Actuator not hooked up



Steering wheel is off center



Shifting arm spring did not return arm



Missing A pillar seals



Trim ring is loose


